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Demonst rat e knowl edge and
underst anding of t he key
f eat ures and charact erist ics
of t he periods st udied.

Expl ain and anal yse
hist orical event s and periods
st udied using second order
hist orical concept s (cause,
consequence, change,
cont inuit y & signif icance).

Anal yse, eval uat e and use
(cont emporary) sources t o make
subst ant iat ed judgement s, in t he
cont ext of hist orical event s
st udied.

Anal yse, eval uat e and make
subst ant iat ed judgment s about
int erpret at ions, how and why t hey
dif f er, in t he cont ext of Hist orical
event s st udied.

Spel l and punct uat e wit h
accuracy, consist ent l y use
vocabul ary and sent ence
st ruct ure which achieves
ef f ect ive cont rol of meaning.

Demonstrates basic knowledge of
characteristics in ways that shows
some limited understanding of
them.

Answers have limited
organisation and identify some
features

Uses some information from sources
in their answers.

Demonstrates basic knowledge
of characteristics in ways that
shows some understanding of
them.

Answers have some
organisation to explain features

Demonstrates some knowledge of
characteristics that are
sometimes relevant, in ways that
shows some understanding of
them.
Demonstrates some knowledge
of characteristics that are
relevant, in ways that show
understanding of them.
Demonstrates a range of
knowledge of characteristics
that are fully relevant in ways
that show understanding of
them.
Demonstrates well selected

range of valid knowledge of
characteristics that are fully
relevant , in ways which shows a
secure understanding of them.

Show some understanding that the
past is viewed in different ways.

Spells and punctuates with some
accuracy. Errors do not hinder
meaning.

Makes valid inferences from the
source, compares sources based
on content and/ or provenance

Makes valid inferences from the
interpretation and some
assertions of usefulness

Spells and punctuates with increasing
accuracy. Range of vocab and
sentence structure. Errors do not
hinder meaning.

Answers are organised using at
least one second order concept
to explain features

Basic evaluation of the source,
considering provenance & using
own knowledge to reach a basic
judgment on usefulness

Basic evaluation, reaching a
basic judgment about the
usefulness of the interpretation
in relation to the question.

Spells and punctuates with
reasonable accuracy. Vocabulary
and organization of work achieves
generally clear sense of meaning.

Answers are organised with
some logic, using at least one
second order concept to show
some links between features

Partial evaluation of the
source, considering provenance
& using own knowledge to reach
a judgment on usefulness

Partial evaluation, reaching a
judgment about the usefulness
of the interpretation in relation
to the question.

Spells and punctuates with
considerable accuracy. Vocabulary
and independent organisation of
work achieves control of meaning.

Answers are organised in a
logical way, using at least one
second order concept , in order
to show reasoned links
between the features.

Evaluates some of the
limitations, benefits and
usefulness of the source,
considering provenance & using
own knowledge to confirm,
challenge or raise questions.

Sustained and generally
convincing evaluation, reaching a
well supported judgment about
the usefulness of the
interpretation in relation to the
question.

Answers are organised in a
logical way, using one or more
second order concepts , in order
to show reasoned links between
the features.

Evaluates the limitations,
benefits & usefulness of the
source, considering provenance &
using own knowledge to confirm,
challenge or raise questions

Sustained and convincing
evaluation, reaching a well
supported judgment about the
useful of the interpretation in
relation to the question.

Spells and punctuates with
consistent accuracy. Range of
vocabulary and well structured
argument achieves effective control
of meaning.

Spells and punctuates with
consistent accuracy. Range of
vocabulary and well structured
argument achieves effective control
of meaning.

